
has gone out of fashion and the world
is beginning to accept us at our face
value.

Common-sens-e beautifying is mak-
ing the wise woman.look ten, to twen-
ty years younger, even in daylight.

Above all else, don't worry. Mental
worry kills and destroys physical
labor, unless one set of muscles is
used to the exclusion of others, will
hurt no one.

.When we are worried, our blood
seethes and teems and burns up the
fuel of the body that 'should prolong
life.

Anger degenerates fermentation
and poisons are thrown through the
system that destroy and tear down.

Begin now to look upon life and
living through tolerant eyes and you
will soon find that, however hard you
work, you will not look old or feel
old if you do not worry.

birdTanguage
California has a bird that com-

municates, one might almost say by
word of beak, with its fellows in a
language all its own. This is the Cali-

fornia bushtit, to. be found through
the entire length of the state west
of the Sierras. The whole bird is only
a trifle over four inches.in length and
half that length is occupied by its
tail. Though nearly related to the
chickadee, common in the East, it
has quite a - different appearance,
having none of .the latter's black and
white "recognition marks," but being
of a very plain grayish brown.

For some nine months out of the
year the California bushtits fly to-

gether in bands of from 15 to 25.
There are rarely as many as 30 in
one flock. .They never fly high, or
any length of distance, but loiter
about feeding between brush clumps
and scrub-oak- s. Yet they do not stay
very long in any particular spot. To-
ward evening, and occasionally at
other times when the birds are not
feeding, the flocks move about more

rapidly from bush to "bush and front
tree to tree, but they never fly in"

regular succession, as do, for in-

stance, the linnets or the blackbirds.
It often happens that one of the band
lags behind far enough to have lost
sight of his fellows. As soon as he
realizes his loneliness he becomes
frightened, flies to the highest perch
in the neighborhood and utters a
number of the simple sing sounds
they usually pipe whilst feeding, but
interspersed with shrill, quavering
cries. His companions immediately
answer similarly from the distance
anjl continue this until the stray one
has once more joined the packi

When danger is near, as when a
hawk approaches, the bushtits. first
noticing the enemy utter several
sharp alarm cries and then com-
mence with a shrill, quavering pip-
ing. The rest of the flock at once re-
spond. After having once more
started this danger song hone of the
little birds move, and they keep, their
attitude, place and position .until all
danger is past. Even if the-- hawk
comes very close they do not inter-
rupt their shrill and monotonous
chorus' which constitutes a very con-
fusing and penetrating sound and
which somehow makes it absolutely
impossible to locate by it any single
one of the singers'.

But it is this very chorus of uncer-
tain direction which, combined with
their color and mo-
tionless attitude, constitutes their
protection from all kinds of living,
danger. The sound they collectively
produce is 'such that their enemies
want to leave it behind them; their
coloring closely harmonizes with that
or the shadows of the foliage; and
since they remain motionless, they
can easily be confused with, the sur-
rounding vegetation. t

' o o
A snob, meeting a fat farmer, said:

"If all flesh is grass, 'you may be a.
load of hay." The farmer replied: "I
suspect I am from the way 'asses are.
nibbling at me," -
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